We present a practical spatial-domain interferometer for characterizing the electronic density gradient of laser-induced plasma mirrors with sub-30 femtosecond temporal resolution. Time-resolved spatial imaging of an intensity-shaped pulse reflecting off an expanding plasma mirror induced by a time-delayed pre-pulse, allows us to measure characteristic plasma gradients of 10 to 100 nm with an expansion velocitiy of 10.8 nm/ps. Spatial-Domain Interferometry (SDI) can be generalized to the ultrafast imaging of nm to µm size laser-induced phenomena at surfaces.
Plasma mirrors constitute an ideal testbed for studying the interaction of ultra-high intensity laser light and solid density plasmas [1] . However, the main challenge in such experiments is knowing and controlling the thin electronic density gradient that forms at the plasmavacuum interface. High-order harmonic generation experiments performed with a controlled pre-pulse [2] have allowed direct observation of the transition to the relativistic oscillating mirror regime for sharp density gradients L/λ 1, where λ is the driving laser wavelength and L the density gradient length. Electron acceleration up to few-100 keV energies has been observed from plasma mirrors driven with density gradients increased up to a significant fraction of λ [3, 4] . Short-pulse ion acceleration experiments on thin foils have shown the rapid drop of signal that occurs for leading edge intensities ≥ 10 12 W/cm 2 already a few picoseconds (ps) before the pulse peak [5] . When a laser pulse of intensity ≥ 10 12−13 W/cm 2 interacts with a solid surface, multiphoton ionization quickly leads to the creation of a plasma of temperature typically around 10−100 eV [6] . The plasma inertia is dominated by its ionic constituents and its pressure by the free electrons that transmit their energy to the ions, resulting in plasma expansion velocities of the order of several nm/ps. It is therefore essential to develop simple techniques for characterizing this expansion with both sub-µm and sub-ps precision. The characteristic spatial and temporal expansion scale lengths (< 10 nm, < 1 ps respectively) make femtosecond (fs) laser pulses the best candidates for performing accurate measurements using phase-sensitive detection schemes such as Frequency Domain Interferometry (FDI) [7] . Although FDI can reach λ/2000 resolution, it is rather complex to implement on a running plasma mirror experiment. In this letter, we demonstrate a new technique we call Spatial Domain Interferometry (SDI), easy to implement experimentally, based on time-resolved spatial phase-shift imaging interferometry using sub-30 fs laser pulses. Similar to the fs pump-probe spatial imaging technique employed in [8, 9] , our time resolution is simply limited by the duration of the pulse used to probe the plasma expansion induced by the pump pulse.
The principle of SDI applied to femtosecond plasma mirror imaging is shown on Fig 1. An intensity mask is used to generate a diffraction pattern at the focus of a time-delayed probe pulse reflecting off the surface of a plasma mirror induced on a solid target by a pump pulse (Fig 1b) . The temporal resolution of this spatial interferometer system is naturally limited by the laser pulse duration (< 10 µm for 30 fs pulses at 800 nm wavelength). The reflection of the central diffraction spot by the peak of the plasma mirror surface induces a phase shift relative to the higher order diffraction spots around it, leading in turn to a clearly observable time-dependent spatial interference pattern in the far-field intensity profile of the reflected probe pulse. We designate as T M the intensity masked introduced in the collimated probe beam prior to the focusing optic of focal length f . As a consequence, the probe focus spot splits into several smaller spots spaced by ∆x = λf a , where a is the period of the mask. The probe field after the mask can be written as:
Within the paraxial approximation, the spatial profile of the probe field in the focusing plane writes:
As shown in Fig 1(a) , a plasma mirror of size d < 2∆x induces a phase shift φ(x, y), where the central spot of the diffracted beam gets reflected such that we can write:
where, T = |T |e iφ , is the transfer function of the probed plasma surface. By Fourier transform of Eq 3, we obtain the reflected far field E F :
By doing a change of variables and using the relation
, we can verify that the re-flected intensity will be of the form:
where
To estimate the effect of plasma mirror size on the reflected image, we can make the simple assumption that all diffracted spots are reflected equally by the plasma and that the 0 th -order alone is phase shifted by a spatially uniform φ 0 . Mathematically, this translates into |T | = 1 and φ(x, y) = φ 0 for |x|, |y| < λf 2a . This allows us to express h by limiting the Fourier integration domain to [− λf 2a λf 2a ], such that:
).
This particular solution shows that the convolution function, h, is periodic with φ 0 since the interference term in Eq 5 leads to an inversion of the far-field for φ 0 = πn where n is integer. Therefore, the monotonic expansion of the plasma mirror surface can be retrieved following each periodic inversion of the recorded interferogram. Our experiment is however different from this ideal case because the electronic density gradient at the plasma mirror surface is better represented by an exponential decay rather than by a simple step function. This, however, does not prevent the inversions from being visible in the far-field intensity pattern and each of them is associated with a π phase shift, as shown in Fig 2, where we compare the theoretical and experimental probe beam profiles for different pump-probe delays. Our experiment was conducted using the newly upgraded Salle Noire laser system of LOA, which delivers high-contrast, multi-mJ, 30 fs pulses at 1 kHz [10] . All beams used in the experiment are derived from the main 30 fs, 1 mJ, 15 mm pulses and focused using the same f /1.2 off-axis parabola onto a rotating silica target at 1 kHz [11] repetition rate. 5% of the main beam is picked off as the prepulse, reduced in size by a factor of 3 with a reflecting telescope and sent through a variable delay stage prior to focusing. The remainder of the main pulse is used as the probe pulse that is sent through an a = 4 mm periodic hexagonal mask with holes of 2.5 mm, leading to diffracted spots at the focus on target as shown in Fig 1b, which compares typically measured pump (gray scale) and probe (color scale) beam profiles. The central diffracted probe spot intensity is ∼ 10 16 W/cm 2 which is about 2 orders of magnitude less than without the mask such that the laser contrast plays a negligeable role in the plasma dynamic. This allows to keep the set-up still for high field experiments by simply removing the mask. The peak intensity of the pump pulse is I p,1 = 3.5 × 10 14 W/cm 2 where it overlaps with the central diffraction spot and on average I p,2 = 8.7 × 10 13 W/cm 2 where it overlaps with the first order diffraction spots. We image the far-field spatial profile of the reflected probe beam with a CCD camera, integrated over 100 shots for every pump-probe delay to compensate for a low individual signal shot, on an anodized black screen placed in the specular direction. The results for four different pump-probe delays are displayed in the right column of Fig 2. We take the intensity profile recorded at zero pump-probe delay as our reference. The first inversion of the intensity profile appears at 12 ps and the second inversion occurs at 20 ps. The profile inversion patterns are well reproduced by the simulations shown on the left column of Fig 2 where we used the actual experimental pump pulse profile to simulate the phase shift due to the plasma expansion. We describe hereafter the model used to simulate the plasma expansion dynamics and extract the density gradient and its expansion velocity. The electron density gradient is commonly derived from the self-similar solution of the isothermal equation of state for the electron [6] and is expressed by a decreasing exponential:
where c s = (Zk b T e /m i ) 1/2 is the ion sound velocity and n c = (ω 2 0 m e 0 )/e 2 the critical density. In these expressions, Z is the ion charge state, e is the electron charge, k b the Helmholtz constant, T e the electron temperature, m e and m i respectively the electron and ion mass and ω 0 is the carrier frequency of the probe pulse. We define L(t) = c s t as the gradient length, proportional to the coordinate of critical density x c (t). For a fully ionized silica target, the maximum density is about 300n c , such that x c (t) = ln(300) × L(t) ≈ 5.7 × L(t).
Assuming the electron temperature, T e , depends linearly on the energy deposited on target when the plasma is created, i.e. on the pump pulse intensity I p , we can write, according to its definition, that c s ∝ I p . The pump intensity is considered to be constant for each isolated diffracted probe spot in order to define a single corresponding plasma expansion velocity. The pump intensity is I p,1 at the center and I p,2 at the location of the first order diffracted spots. This means that the center of the plasma expands nearly twice as fast as its edges. Taking into account the angle of incidence of θ = 49.3 deg from the target normal, we express the phase difference ∆φ as a function of the relative difference in position of the critical surface ∆x c :
where ∆x c (t) = c s 1 − I p,2 I p,1 t.
simulation experiment This order of magnitude matches other measurements obtained by FDI [2] , assuming the plasma expansion velocity scales as c s ∝ I p and does not vary with time. The price to pay for such a simple measurement technique is an increasing error bar on the inversion as pump-probe delay increases. In order to probe longer gradients, one idea would be to decrease the period a of the diffraction mask in order to increase the distance between the different diffracted spots on target and therefore be less sensitive to the first order linear phase induced by the slope of the critical plasma surface distribution. In our case, we focused on the early stages of plasma expansion (L < λ) since this is the regime where ultrafast nonlinear dynamics of interest can occur.
In conclusion, we demonstrate that simple imaging of a spatially shaped probe pulse reflecting off an expanding plasma mirror induced by a time-delayed pump pulse yields the electronic density gradient of the plasma mirror with sub-µm and sub-ps accuracy. The only assumption made here is that the plasma expansion velocity is proportional to the pump intensity [6] . As a consequence, experimental plasma expansion velocities of ≈ 10.8 nm/ps were measured for a peak pump pulse intensity of 3.5 × 10 14 W/cm 2 . This is possible because of the clearly visible far-field probe beam pattern inversions for every π phase shift for short pump-probe delays. This is no longer the case at longer delays ( 10 ps, [12] ), where we reach the spatial coherence length (∼ 6µm) of our interferometer. However, our approach is accurate for very steep gradients < λ, for which efficient highorder harmonic generation and electron acceleration is typically observed from plasma mirrors. We emphasize on the simplicity of the SDI technique, which only requires inserting a spatial mask into the main beam used to drive nonlinear plasma mirror dynamics. In principle, SDI can be used for ultrafast imaging of any nm to µm size moving phase objects in a configuration suited to multiple-beam reflection interferometry [13] . We are currently working on a phase retrieval algorithm that would allow single-shot retrieval of the full complex probe pulse field transmitted by the plasma mirror optical system, whatever its state. This would allow 2D mapping of the both the reflectivity and phase of the expanding plasma mirror without the need for any assumption on its expansion dynamics. This work was funded by the Agence Nationale pour la Recherche under contract ANR-11-EQPX-005-ATTOLAB and the European Research Council under Contract No. 306708, ERC Starting Grant FEMTO-ELEC.
